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Abstract

We have witnessed the increasing demand for perva-
sive Internet access from public area wireless networks
(PAWNs). The diverse service requirements from end users
necessitate an efficient service differentiation mechanism,
which should satisfy two goals:end-user fairnessandmax-
imizing the utilization of wireless link. However, we found
that the existing best-effort based service model is not
enough to satisfy either goal. In this paper, we have pro-
posed an application-aware service differentiation mecha-
nism which takes both application semantics and user re-
quirements into consideration. The results show that our
proposed method outperforms two other bandwidth alloca-
tion approaches,best effortandstatic allocation, in terms of
both client fairness and wireless link bandwidth utilization,
especially in heavy load environments.

1 Introduction

As the rapid growth of the deployment of public area
wireless networks (PAWNs) [2], thediverse service require-
ments of end usersbecome an important issue that need to
be addressed. Aservice differentiation and access control
mechanism is necessary in such an environment to ensure
genuine users receive the services they have paid for, to pro-
tect them from malicious users, and to efficiently use the
network bandwidth resources.

Several access control or bandwidth allocation algo-
rithms have been proposed. RSVP [11] is a signaling
protocol to reserve resources at all the routers along the
path. Several measurement-based admission control algo-
rithms [8] can provide a soft guarantee. Although these
previous results are promising, few of them take the appli-
cation level information into consideration. The result is
either lower link utilization or unfair service differentiation.
Therefore, we envision that an efficient service differentia-
tion mechanism should satisfy two goals:end user fairness

andmaximization of wireless link utilization.

To achieve both goals, in our proposed approach
Application-Aware Service Differentiation(AASD), band-
width is not allocated to clients statically based on their
reserved bandwidth only. Instead, application level infor-
mation, such as requested object size, available Web server
bandwidth, and user reserved bandwidth are taken into con-
sideration comprehensively. Even during the course of pro-
cessing requests, bandwidth adjustment may be made in ac-
cordance with variations in measured Internet path band-
width. We felt that by adaptively varying the bandwidth
allocated to users in the last-mile wireless hop, the network
can accommodate more users while at the same time in-
crease the likelihood of admitting users at pre-negotiated
service levels. All our results validate this intuition.

The service differentiation algorithm was implemented
and evaluated under two different scenarios:fixed upstream
bandwidthanddynamic upstream bandwidth. The results
show that in comparison with two other bandwidth alloca-
tion approaches, best effort and static access control algo-
rithms, our proposed method outperforms them in terms of
both client fairness and wireless bandwidth utilization. For
example, when the access point hosts 120 clients with dif-
ferent reserved bandwidths that follow a normal distribu-
tion, the utilization of our approach is twice of that of static
allocation method and 50% more than best effort approach
while at the same time satisfies 90% of clients with 95%
of their individual reserved bandwidth. Furthermore, we
proposed an exponential weighted queue optimization tech-
nique to adapt bandwidth allocation dynamically to band-
width variations between access points and web servers.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Two perfor-
mance metrics related to service differentiation algorithm
are described in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 presents two other
access control algorithms for comparison purpose. The de-
sign details of the AASD algorithm is presented in Sec-
tion 3. Section 4 reports the details of performance evalua-
tion, including experimental platforms, performance analy-
sis, and implications. Related work and conclusion remarks



are listed in Section 5 and Section 6 respectively.

2 Background

A common access scenario in public-aware wireless net-
work includes a set of wireless users sharing one wireless
access point. The wireless access point in turn connects to
the Internet through wired connection. There are two im-
portant metrics to be concerned. First, The investor cares
about how many percentage of the wireless resource can be
used in order to get the maximal profit. Second, for the end
users the matters is the reserved bandwidth they paid can be
satisfied to the most extend.

2.1 Performance Metrics

Fairness — Fairness tries to guarantee that each user
should get the bandwidth he deserved no more and no
less. Fairness is a relative concept. Assume userA sends
out n connections,bwi is the bandwidth of connectioni,
BWA

reserv is the reserved bandwidth of userA. We define
the fairness as following:

Fairness of A=

∑n

i=1
bwi

n

BWA
reserv

(1)

Utilization — Utilization shows the usage of wireless
resources. For a given number of users, sayn users, in
time intervalTinterval, useri receivessizei bytes in total
and the specific wireless link bandwidth of the access point
is BWap, we can calculate the utilization by the following
equation:

Utilization =

∑n

i=1
sizei

Tinterval

BWap
. (2)

2.2 Non-Application Aware Methods

For comparing purpose, we also implement two other
service differentiation algorithms:best effortandstatic al-
location:

1. Best Effort with no Reservation:Strictly speaking
there is no algorithm. When the access control pro-
gram receives a request from the client, it just sets up
a connection to the destination, then sends back the
response to the client. None of the bandwidth alloca-
tion algorithms are applied. With increasing number of
clients the wireless link resource will finally get satu-
rated and the throughput of each flow will become too
small to be tolerated by the users.

2. Static Access Control with User Reservation:The main
principle of this algorithm is try to statically allocate

the total bandwidth to the clients. In this model an
access point servesn client each associated with a re-
served bandwidth. LetBi denotes the reserved band-
width associated with clienti (i ∈ [1, N ]), whereN is
the maximum number of clients. LetBtotal be the to-
tal wireless bandwidth. In order to satisfy each client
total wireless bandwidth is allocated statically to the
incoming clients. When the total upstream bandwidth
is used up the new incoming client will not get served.
Thus the following observation holds.

n+1∑
i=1

Bi ≥ BWtotal ≥
n∑

i=1

Bi, (3)

In this approach, the fairness can be satisfied maxi-
mally but the utilization is badly affected. Once the
bandwidth has been statically assigned to a client, no
matter what he does this part can not be used by any-
one else even if the client is idle all the time.

3 Application-Aware Service Differentiation

Based on the observations of the two previous access
control algorithms, we propose an application aware access
control with adaptive allocation algorithm. First let us start
our discussion with the behavior of wireless users.

3.1 User Behavior

Our proposed algorithm is inspired by previous studies
on the mobile user behavior of Web surfing. Balachandran
et al.’s recent study found that major part of the mobile user
traffic is HTTP traffic [4]. At the same time, study from Bar-
ford and Crovella [5] found that for web surfing not much
time is spent on data transfer, on the contrary most of the
time the user is idle and this is refereed to as user ‘think’
time. Borrowed the term from [5], a user equivalent (UE) is
defined as a single process in an endless loop that alternates
between making requests for online content, and lying idle.
Each UE is therefore an ON/OFF process; Statistical mod-
els show Active OFF Times follow the Weibull distribution
and Inactive OFF Times follow the Pareto distribution. For
a given timeτ = 10, α = 1.5 andk = 1 in Pareto distribu-
tion. ∫ τ

1

αkαx−α+1dx = 1− τ−1.5 = 99.68% (4)

It means 99.68% of users have 1 to 10 average seconds
idle time between their clicks, this is users’ ‘think’ time.
In the thinking time period the bandwidth allocated to the
user is wasted. In order to utilize the wasted bandwidth the
application-aware service differentiation algorithm is pro-
posed.



3.2 Design

The goal of a service differentiation algorithm would be
to efficiently allocate wireless bandwidth to the users, and at
the same time to satisfy both the fairness and the utilization
metrics.

3.2.1 Overview

Our design differs from existing resource allocation and ac-
cess control algorithms in the following three ways: First,
application-awareness, application level demands, such as
object size, Web server bandwidth etc., are taken into con-
sideration. An acceptance decision is not based only on the
user reserved bandwidth but also on the application specific
parameters predicted by our application-aware algorithm.
Second,dynamic server bandwidth adaptation, our algo-
rithm monitors (passively) the current Internet path band-
width (of different servers) and take bandwidth history for
each Web server into consideration to get a more stable and
predictable bandwidth value for the next connection. Third,
discrete service differentiation, the AASD algorithm distin-
guishes different levels of Web server bandwidth service
queues. This method improves the utilization of the total
bandwidth dramatically. Theoretically the more differentia-
tion service queues we have the better is the performance.

3.2.2 Multiple Service Queues

Usually, the available bandwidth between an access point
and a fixed Web server is dynamically changing. Thus, us-
ing one queue for multiple clients and multiple servers prob-
ably can not fill up the total wireless upstream bandwidth,
given the fact of the head of queue blocking effect [13].
Hence, in AASD, we divide total upstream bandwidth into
discrete service queues based on different individual band-
width limits, as shown in Figure 2. However, how to allo-
cate servers into these service queues is a problem.
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Figure 1. The top five Web server bandwidth
accessed by a medium-size research institu-
tion.

To address this problem, we examined the top five Web
servers accessed by the users from a medium-size research
institution. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the available band-
width of these Web sites. We found that the following
observation can be hold: basically, the ratio of bandwidth
between Web servers follows exponential distribution [16],
and this relationship can be used to decide the allocation of
multiple service queues. We call these queues as exponen-
tial weighted queues (EWQs). Suppose there aren queues
the bandwidth ratio of these queues would be

1 : 2 : 22 : 23 : ... : 2n

Another reason to chose EWQ is to take care of service
downgrade dynamically. If the Internet bandwidth of an in-
coming request later turns out to be much lower than the
bandwidth specified by this queue, GetURL module can
move this request to an appropriate queue to avoid jamming
the following requests in the original queue.

For each individual queue, it is different from the tra-
ditional first in first out (FIFO) queue. For any individual
client, its request can be inserted into any position in the
queue. There is a GETURL module that only takes out the
head of queue and processes the request, so that at any in-
stant moment there is only one request is being served for
each queue. For each service queue, each entry includes
three important elements:Tdelay is the maximum delay
time before serving this request.Tdownload is the estimated
download time of the requested object.URL is the location
of the object as shown in the Figure 2. The entries are in-
creasingly ordered byTdelay so that the following formula
holds.

T i
delay ≤ T i+1

delay, i = 1, 2, ..., n (5)

Based on the statistical result of web object size distribu-
tion most of the web page frame is no more than 20KB [7],
with high probability, the following formula holds.

T i
delay + T i

download ≤ T i+1
delay (6)

It means downloading objecti probably will not delay
serving(i + 1)th request. Even if the inequation doesn’t
hold, the GetURL module will dynamically migrate the
request to an appropriate lower bandwidth service queue.
T i

delay andT i
download are calculated by the following two

formulas. Sobj is the object size,Buser is the user band-
width andBsvr is the Web server bandwidth.

T i
delay =

Si
obj

Buser
− T i

download, (7)

T i
download =

Si
obj

Bsvr
, (8)



Simply speaking, as long as the queues are not empty
the wireless link will be fully utilized. So our application
aware algorithm combines multiple loosely loaded user ses-
sions into one (maybe more) tightly heavy loaded service
queue to improve utilization and maintain fairness at the
same time.

Internet

Client 1 Client 2 Client n

Agent AgentAgent

URL T_delay T_download

Service Queues

GETURLGETURL

URL T_delay T_download

Object size
cache

Bandwidth
cache

... ...

Figure 2. The basic model of the application-
aware service differentiation algorithm.

3.2.3 Two Important Modules

Due to the space limit, we briefly explain two important
modules here. More details can be found in the technical
version of this paper [10]. The Agent module in Figure 2
handles each client request, checks the request object size
and server bandwidth from the cache first, inserts the re-
quest in the appropriate position of the proper queue, sends
back response and updates the object size and server band-
width if necessary. For the object size cache studies show
that the distribution of Web object size follow the Pareto
distribution, most of the html files are below 50KB [7] re-
spectively. The object size cache is maintained to store size
information of objects that have already been handled by
the agent. The agent searches for the size of the requested
URL in the cache. If the size is not known the default size
is used and the actual size will be updated to the cache after
the GetURLmodule retrieves the object. Next time when
the same URL is requested the accurate size value can be
obtained.

The GetURL module is in charge of grabbing the head
of queue, getting URL object, probing Internet bandwidth
etc., as shown in Figure 2. At the beginning a default band-
width value is used. Later on the Internet path bandwidth
will be calculated from the latest bandwidth that each con-
nection observed and the bandwidth value of the immediate

previous connection. The new server available bandwidth
(Bi+1) will be calculated as follows:

Bi+1 =
Blatest + Bi

2
, (9)

whereBlatest represents the latest bandwidth measured
between bandwidth allocation server and the specific Web
server. This feedback based adaptive bandwidth measure-
ment mechanism makes the curve of bandwidth more fluent
and stable.

4 Performance Evaluation and Analysis

In this section, we first briefly describe the experimen-
tal platforms, then compare different algorithms in terms of
fixed and dynamic Internet bandwidth. After that we will
discuss effects of available server bandwidth and queue op-
timization on our algorithm.

4.1 Experimental Setup

We set up four machines and run web servers, alloca-
tion algorithms and clients on these machines separately, as
shown in Figure 3, where the two Web servers are running
on two SUN UltraSparc2 dual-processor running Solaris
5.8, bandwidth allocation server is running on Intel-based
Linux box running RedHat Linux 8.0 (P4 2.2GHz with 512
MB SDRAM), clients are emulated on another Linux box
with the same configuration. All these four machines are
connected by a 100Mbps fast switched Ethernet. Generally
our experimental platform consists of the following parts.

Web Server 1 Web Server 2

NISTNet
Bandwidth

allocation server
(AASD)

Clients emulated
 using Surge

Figure 3. Experimental setup.

Hardware Configuration— As shown in Figure 3, we set
up two Apache [1] web servers with different bandwidths
connected to our bandwidth allocation server where our al-
gorithms will be deployed. All the web traffic generated
by clients will be processed by the bandwidth allocation
server by applying the appropriate bandwidth allocation al-
gorithm. We evaluate different service differentiation al-
gorithms in the context of two scenarios:fixed upstream



bandwidthanddynamic upstream bandwidth. During the
experiments, the fixed upstream bandwidth is set to 6Mbps,
while the dynamic upstream bandwidth is set by using the
available bandwidth extracted from the wireless LAN traces
from ACM SIGCOMM’01 [4]. Both the fixed and dynamic
upstream bandwidths are emulated by using NISTNet [12],
a network emulation package developed by NIST.

Simulation of User Behavior— Surge [5] is a realis-
tic Web workload generation tool which mimics a set of
real users accessing a server. It generates references match-
ing empirical measurements of server file size distribution,
request size distribution, relative file popularity, embedded
file references, temporal locality of reference and idle peri-
ods of individual users. We use Surge to generate the client
requests. The number of clients we simulated using Surge
is between 1 to 200.

Distribution of User Reserved BandwidthIn the real
world, different users have different reserved bandwidths.
So in our experiment we use two distributions, one is uni-
form distribution; all users have the same bandwidth set to
100Kbps. Another one is normal distribution; that most of
the users have bandwidth set to 80Kbps or 120Kbps, while
small part of users have 40Kbps or 160Kbps reserved band-
width. All the results below are for normal distribution
client bandwidth, for uniform distribution we get more or
less similar results.

4.2 Fixed Upstream Bandwidth

First, we compare these three service differentiation al-
gorithms in the context of ideal fixed upstream bandwidth
case. We set the bandwidth between Web server one (WS1)
and the bandwidth allocation server as half of the bandwidth
between Web server two (WS2) and the bandwidth alloca-
tion server. We also regulate the total wireless bandwidth
as 6Mbps, a reasonable approximation of a 802.11b [6] net-
work.

Figure 4 shows the evaluation results of different al-
gorithms in the fixed upstream bandwidth scenario, with
the user reserved bandwidth follows a normal distribution.
First, let’s have a look at the number of accepted clients in
Figure 4(a). Although the best effort algorithm will accept
any incoming clients without any rejection, the individual
user reserved bandwidth suffers. In the static access control
algorithm, once the remaining wireless link bandwidth is
used up by incoming clients, about 60 clients in our experi-
ment, all new clients will be refused unless one of the previ-
ous clients exits from the network. For the AASD, the curve
tells us that it serves more clients than the static method al-
though it has to reject new comers when the bandwidth gets
saturated.

For the utilization of the wireless link, as shown in Fig-
ure 4(b), in the static access control case, the utilization

value doesn’t change to much since the number of accepted
clients remains unchanged. But for the best effort and
the application aware approaches, the utilization curves are
both increasing in a similar fashion, which means the appli-
cation aware access control does almost as good as the best
effort in terms of utilization.

As far as the user bandwidth satisfaction is concerned,
Figure 4(c) shows that average bandwidth deteriorates dra-
matically with the increase of client numbers. On the other
hand, average bandwidth is abnormally high in light load
scenario. In Figure 4 (d) thex axis is the percentage of sat-
isfaction of user reserved bandwidth, defined asFairnessin
equation 1, while they is the cumulative number of clients.
We can see that in the scenario with 60 clients active in-
volving, the application aware approach performs as good
as the static access control, as 90% of clients experience
about 95% fairness. In the 160 clients scenario, where the
number of clients increase 167%, AASD still can satisfy
60% of clients with 90% fairness. AASD has the poten-
tial to hold more users than static access control algorithm,
while at the same time guarantees the reserved bandwidth.

Note that we also evaluated these algorithms in the con-
text of other user reserved bandwidth distributions, such as
the uniform distribution, and got similar results [10].

In summary, the best effort approach can reach the high
utilization of wireless bandwidth but with poor user band-
width satisfaction. On the contrary, the static access con-
trol has the good user bandwidth fairness but with the fair
wireless link utilization. The proposed application aware
approach takes both advantages so that it can maximally
guarantee user reserved bandwidth and improve the utiliza-
tion of wireless link bandwidth as efficiently as possible at
the same time.

4.3 Dynamic Upstream Bandwidth

In addition to the fixed upstream scenario, we also eval-
uate the proposed algorithm under the circumstance of dy-
namic changing environment, which is collected from ACM
SIGCOMM 2001 conference [4]. For simplicity, we cal-
culate the average bandwidth ever 100 seconds, over a 10
minute duration. Totally we have six different upstream
bandwidths, as shown in Figure 5.

From Figure 6 it is easy to see that the application aware
approach has the potential to accept more clients than fixed
upstream bandwidth scenario as shown in Figure 4(a). This
is because in most of the time the bandwidth from the trace
is greater than the bandwidth used in the fixed bandwidth
scenario.

For the utilization of wireless link bandwidth, generally
it is less than the fixed Internet bandwidth scenario because
most of the time the Internet bandwidth fluctuates below the
value of fixed bandwidth. AASD is still able to follow the
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Figure 4. Evaluation results of different algorithms in the fixed upstream bandwidth scenario, with
normal user reserved bandwidth distribution: (a) the number of accepted clients, (b) the utilization of
wireless link, (c) the average user bandwidth of the best effort approach, and (d) the CDF of fairness.
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Figure 6. Evaluation results of different algorithms in the dynamic upstream bandwidth scenario, with
normal user reserved bandwidth distribution: (a) the number of accepted clients, (b) the utilization of
wireless link, (c) the average user bandwidth of the best effort approach, and (d) the CDF of fairness.
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Figure 5. A discrete 10-minute Internet band-
width trace from ACM SIGCOMM’01 [4].

best effort curve closely as can be seen in Figure 6(b).
In terms of user bandwidth fairness, Figure 6(d) shows

the application aware approach is a little bit worse than the
static access control by about 10%. One of the reason is, if
the Internet bandwidth changes fast our approach will ex-
hibit a delay to accommodate the new Internet bandwidth.
On the other hand if the Internet bandwidth drops out of the
range of a service queue the request have to be transferred
to another queue (see the design of AASD 3, which makes
results in request thrashing between queues. These factors
affect user reserved bandwidth satisfaction. But generally
the 10% is in an acceptable range.

Again, we also evaluated these algorithms in the context
of the uniform user reserved bandwidth distribution, and got
similar results [10].

4.4 Effect of Available Server Bandwidth

We also notice that available server bandwidth has great
effect on the the utilization of wireless bandwidth, as shown
in Figure 7. We compare utilization under two server band-
width scenarios. The low server bandwidth scenario sets
server bandwidth to 2Mbps and 4Mbps for each webserver.
While the high server bandwidth scenario sets server band-
width to 4Mbps and 8Mbps. No matter how hard the algo-
rithm tries, the total utilization is still not high if the Internet
server bandwidth is low. An increase in server bandwidth
can dramatically improve the total utilization.

4.5 Effect of Queue Optimization

As we discussed in Section 3, multiple queues, EWQs in
our algorithm, are useful to improve the utilization of up-
stream stream bandwidth. To show the effect of our design,
we set up an experiment which compares EWQ with two
other queue algorithms. In our settings, we usen = 2, the
two other queue algorithms are:one queue only, and two
equally distributed queues(UWQ). We found the EWQ ap-
proaches outperforms other two queue algorithms in terms
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Figure 7. The utilization of wireless link for
different server bandwidths.

of the utilization of wireless bandwidth as shown in Fig-
ure 8. It is obvious that the performance is improved when
two queues are used than that of one queue is used. How-
ever, it is worth noting that the performance is not propor-
tional to the number of queues because more queues will
definitely add more overhead to the system and in turn put
penalty on the total performance. Based on the variation of
Web server bandwidths we found two or three queues is the
optimal choice in practice.
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5 Related Work

Extensive research has been done on the subject of pro-
viding quality of service over a network. RSVP [11] is a
signaling protocol that reserves resources on all the routers
along the path. Though it guarantees quality of service, it
exhibits significant scalability problems. Admission control
in integrated service (IntServ) architecture: flows must re-
quest services from the network and are accepted or rejected
depending on the availability of resources. Differentiated
services (Diffserv) is another approach to provide QoS. It is
based onDSfield in the packet header, priority scheduling
and buffering. Upon overload in a given service class all



flows in that class suffer a degradation of service. End point
admission control [8] combines Diffserv superior scalabil-
ity and IntServ superior quality of service. Measurement
based admission control algorithms provide a soft guaran-
tee. Most previous work on wireless QoS work has focused
on the MAC layer [14]. All these approaches do not take
application-level demands into consideration.

Vaidya, Bahl and Gupta [15] developed a fully dis-
tributed algorithm for scheduling packet transmissions such
that different flows are allocated bandwidth in proportion
of their weights. Qiu, Bahl and Adya [9] evaluated several
first-hop allocation schemes using traces collected from a
popular Web site. Their results show that the scheme which
takes into account both the application data rate and avail-
able Internet path bandwidth yields the best performance.
But they did not propose their own bandwidth allocation al-
gorithm. Our evaluation results show that adapting to varia-
tions in server bandwidth plays an important role in service
differentiation, as this scheme gets the best results.

In Balachandranet al.’s recent work [3], they proposed
a hot-spot releasing approach that when a user requests ser-
vice from the network in an overloaded region, the wireless
network tries to adapt itself to handle the user service re-
quest by readjusting the load across its APs. This approach
is different from ours: they deal with the load balance be-
tween multiple APs, for each AP no special method is pro-
posed, while we try to make one AP serves more clients than
usual and each client can still get the reserved bandwidth so
they do not need to reluctantly move to other place to get the
service. But we believe these two approaches compliment
very well, and the combination of them will provide a more
comprehensive solution for this kind of questions related to
wireless resource utilization and service differentiation.

6 Summary and Future Work

This paper proposed an application-aware service differ-
entiation mechanism in public-area wireless network, aim-
ing to satisfy two goalsend user fairnessand maximiza-
tion of wireless link utilization. The unique feature of
our algorithm is both the application semantics, client re-
quirements and the varying individual server bandwidths
are taken into consideration. The performance evaluation
shows that AASD outperforms other algorithms in terms
of both performance metrics. Furthermore, an exponential
weighted queue optimization technique applied to AASD
allows it to adapt to constantly changing bandwidth envi-
ronments. Our next step is to extend the AASD approach
for other non-HTTP based application traffic, such as SSH,
Telnet and email.
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